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#10
At Reynaers we strongly believe that success is always the result of a close 

collaboration between people. Our architectural projects are the living proof of the 
synergies we have created with all our different partners. We are thankful for the fact that 
we are recognised as developer of reliable and inspiring aluminium building solutions to the 
dreams and ambitions of architects, project developers, investors and fabricators all over 
the world. Whenever a project meets the highest standards in architectural excellence and 
technical quality, it demonstrates our willingness and commitment to cooperate with our 
partners to meet the most ambitious demands. We can guarantee this commitment due to 
our close partnership with a wide range of dedicated suppliers.

By introducing a new brand signature ‘Together for Better’, we associate all our 
partners in the company’s success and underline that they can count on us today and in 
the future. We reaffirm our engagement to keep offering and supplying innovative solutions 
and supporting our partners with strong technical advice to find the best solution for their 
particular project. 

In this new issue of REPORT we are focusing on the importance 
of strong partnerships in the building industry and we are proud 
to present once again some impressive projects resulting from the 
collaboration between investors, architects, engineers and Reynaers 
fabricators. 

Enjoy the reading! 

Andreas Wilsdorf 
Chief Group Sales and Marketing Officer
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This intuitive platform will give 
you access to specific technical 
information and background 
information on various themes such 
as sustainability, local standards 
and regulations, test reports and 
many other interesting topics.  
We have also developed some  
easy-to-use tools such as the 
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STRONG PARTNERSHIPS

U-calculation tool, which can help 
you in your daily projects.  
www.reynaers-extranet.com 
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For more inspiration on building and 
renovating, please also visit us at  
www.alu-inspiration.com
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post office building
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Flexibility is one of the key words in the 
approach of Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners. 
Graham Stirk says, ‘Everything always starts 
from a few notions and ideas, and a great 
deal of discussion in the beginning will come 
from contributors who are not present at the 
end, so you have to deal with a prediction of 
how to solve certain problems in the future. 
Whatever decision we’re taking today will not 
necessarily look like that in the future.’

‘To develop something uncommon is 
very rare nowadays, because as an indus-
try becomes more and more developed, it 
starts to create some restrictions through 
its own knowledge. In that sense I think the 
problems we’ve been asked to solve recently 
are a little bit more pre-digested before we 
begin. Now there is a certain benchmarking, 
such as in the case of an office building with 
a central core. I’ve never done a building 
with a central core; I don’t believe that it is 
the flexible entity that everyone says it is. 
As a model it began as a little ring of offices 
around a core, where everyone has a view 
outside. The moment that buildings increase 

Graham Stirk haS worked 
with richard roGerS for 
more than twenty-five yearS, 
on projectS ranGinG from 
LLoyd‘S of London in the ear-
Ly eiGhtieS to LeadenhaLL 
BuiLdinG today. for thiS tenth 
iSSue of reynaerS report, 
Graham Stirk, who joined ri-
chard roGerS partnerShip in 
1983 and iS a Senior partner 
with roGerS Stirk harBour 
+ partnerS Since 2011, taLkS 
aBout hiS office – ‘we BeLieve 
that we can deveLop a com-
pLexity from reaLLy SimpLe 
diaGramS’ – and why he BeLie-
veS that ‘SometimeS the Stan-
dard needS queStioninG.’  

Text: Hans Ibelings

the humanity 
of induStriaL 
craftSmanShip
a converSation with Graham Stirk
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one hyde park in 
London’s centre 
opens up views 
between hyde 
park and the 
bustling retail area 
knightsbridge
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in scale, the more distance there is from that 
central core to the external wall, and then it 
is not necessarily the right solution. But if 
we have to place the core anywhere else, we 
have to build up a very, very strong narrative 
as to why we think it’s beneficial to explore 
some other form of organisation. It’s not an 
architectural thing where we say, “Well, we 
always do this,” because we can’t win that 
discussion. We have to actually demonstrate 
that it will enhance a particular working en-
vironment. The same goes for a school or an 
airport. What’s strange about airports is that 
they are arranged in two levels: departing 
passengers enjoy high ceilings while arriving 
passengers always walk under low ceilings 
and never actually have the experience of a 
high ceiling, even though for them the airport 
is a gateway to a country. For us, to tackle an 
airport design means examining how we can 
give that same experience to both arriving 
and departing passengers. Sometimes the 
standard just needs questioning, but not 
necessarily for the sake of wishing to be dif-
ferent or artistically brilliant.’

SociaL awareneSS
The architecture of Rogers Stirk Harbour 

+ Partners is based on a profound social 
awareness. ‘The question is how to allow 
a building to have a dialogue with the city, 
with those people who are not using it. I first 
realized this when I joined the project for the 
National Gallery, where the blind facilities are 
lifted up, and the space below it, which was 
lined with shops, was able to make a very 
strong connection to Leicester Square and 
Trafalgar Square and emerged on an axis 
with Nelson’s Column. The principle was that 
we gave over most of the building’s footprint 
to people being able to circulate through that 
particular part of London.

‘I think if you have an aspiration to im-
prove life, it’s not only the civic buildings, but 
everything which actually becomes impor-
tant. Take office buildings. You might visit an 
art gallery twice in your life, but most people 
spend a significant part of their waking life in 
offices. 
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upon completion 
the Leadenhall 
Building will be  
47 storeys high
4

‘whatever deciSion we’re takinG 
today wiLL not neceSSariLy Look Like 
that in the future’
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‘Contributing to a wider society is im-
mensely important; and it’s very much like 
the structure of our office, where every-
thing is treated with equal attention, and 
where twenty percent of our profits goes to 
charity. I don’t think there’s any other com-
pany structured that way, because none 
of the partners have equity – we have just 
one firm. That was set up over twenty years 
ago, before I became a director. In many 
traditional architectural practices you have 

3

Graham Stirk 
(right) with  
colleagues in his 
office in London 

2

Leadenhall 
building in  
the cityscape 
of London

to buy your way in, through equity. I could 
never have done that. I don’t come from a 
background with that kind of money. I believe 
that this way people judge on the basis of 
abilities.’

This attitude is also reflected in the 
internal design meetings. ‘Our weekly design 
meetings are a fantastic forum, because they 
pool resources and intellect so as to tackle 
problems. Usually the discussions are pretty 
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tough, and it’s not an easy process. When 
I was younger, we used to have people like 
Peter Rice and Tom Barker in these meet-
ings, which meant there was a high level of 
criticism. 

‘You’ve always got to be careful not to 
terrify people into this process. Things are 
done with a smile but we have difficult times 
too. I think it would be a dead system if it was 
not honest.’

Site Specific
According to Mr. Stirk, restraints and 

restrictions do not impede architecture. 
‘The most difficult projects are those 

without a requirement, let’s say a competi-
tion in China where they just want a seventy-
storey tower. Something like the Leadenhall 
Building is surrounded by conservation areas 
and listed buildings and high-level views, 
which will basically inform the nature of what 
it is. It both forces and enables you to do 

‘our weekLy deSiGn meetinGS are a fantaStic forum, 
BecauSe they pooL reSourceS and inteLLect So aS  
to tackLe proBLemS’



things are brought together. Actually, we are 
big believers in the economy of repetition, 
and we believe in the quality of an industrial 
craftsmanship. There is humanity in the 
industrialized world because all of it every-
where is still made by people, designed by 
people. So trying to find a way of humanizing 
an industrial world is our way of trying to find 
our own relevant expression of a 21st-century 
architecture.’ 

BodeGaS protoS 
This does not necessarily mean high 

technology, as the extremely simple Bodegas 
Protos project shows (see Reynaers Report # 4). 
‘When we came back from the first meeting 
in Spain we understood they did not want 
signature architecture. You cannot put King 
Kong in this little town. Our brief was for 
three sheds. It had a bottling plant, the bar-
rels and the fermentation area, and a little 

something very specific and gives the build-
ing a sense of individuality without us trying 
to say that we will make it different.’

This was also true for the Lloyd’s build-
ing nearly thirty years ago. ‘What everyone 
forgets about Lloyd’s of London is that it sits 
on a very irregular site. Moving the services 
to the outside gives it flexibility, but one of 
the key things was that there was a restric-
tion on how much space it was possible to 
build, with a five-to-one plot ratio. Moving 
all of those services which couldn’t later 
be converted into office space to the out-
side took them out of the calculation. This 
resulted in an eight-to-one plot ratio, and do 
you know how valuable that is in the City of 
London? The constraints meant there was no 
way to make things on site, so prefabricated 
elements had to be craned in. Those aspects 
become manifest in the building. It’s the 
nature of the components and how all these 
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Lloyd’s register 
of Shipping 
(1993-2000); 
landscaped 
atrium
4

‘the moSt difficuLt projectS are 
thoSe without a requirement...’
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view of the 
central wings 
of the Lloyd’s 
of London 
building over-
looking the 
courtyard
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building at the front. We said we wouldn’t do 
three buildings, we would do one.’ 

‘The idea was to develop a roof, and the 
transparency of the façades reinforced the 
roof. This was also born out of wanting to 
engage with the town. We used local stone 
because it was cheaper than anything else 
we could get, and the roof only costs some-
thing like one million euros. It’s just this 
wonderful efficiency and economy of means, 
this fusion of technology and craftsmanship. 
It took us back into some of the early days 
of the Reliance Controls factory in Swindon, 
which Norman Foster and Richard Rogers did 

together. At that time all industrial activities 
always had a separate office, so that you 
have a white-collar section and a blue-collar 
section. The radical thing about that project 
was placing everyone under one roof; and 
I suppose that’s where we chose to be in 
Protos: everything is in one big space. This 
building is like a Wright aircraft. You can 
take simple, natural materials and put them 
together in such a way that they can make 
something fly.’   

12

3

the Bodegas 
protos building is 
characterised by 
its roof



‘the queStion iS how to aLLow a BuiLdinG to have a 
diaLoGue with the city, with thoSe peopLe who are 
not uSinG it’
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PhotograPhy: Wim tholenaars
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Green head-
quarters

 rotterdam (NL) — In 
2011, Dam & Part-
ners created a huge 
office complex in 
Rotterdam, housing 
the energy company 
Eneco. The complex 
consists of three 
curved volumes sur-
rounding a central 
atrium. These days, 
an energy company 
is obliged to have a 
sustainable building 
for its headquarters; 
and the company 
which developed the 
complex, OVG, sees 
sustainability as part 
of its philosophy. The 
building uses under-
ground thermal stor-
age and the southern 
façade has an inte-
grated solar energy 
system. On its roof, 
both flat solar panels 

and solar trackers 
have been installed. 
Reynaers contributed 
to the energy-effi-
cient and CO2-neutral 
30,000-square-metre 
building system using 
CS 68 plus a custom-
made version of  
CS 77-Fire Proof.

eNeCo HeadQUarterS
Architect: arch. dam & 
Partners, amsterdam
Fabricator: oskomera B.V., 
deurne Reynaers systems: 
CS 77-FP, CS 68

15
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Progressive 
Architecture

 KHARKIV (UA) — Drozdov & 
Partners is one of the most 
interesting architectural offices 
in Ukraine. Their works include 
among others a spectacular 
sushi bar in the centre of Kharkiv 
that received international atten-
tion. Oleg Drozdov, who lends his 
name to the office, is very much 
aware that in a country ‘where 
civil society does not exist, and 
privatisation involves almost all 
spaces, an architect is one of the 
last strongholds for protecting 
public space.’ For this reason, in 
each project the bureau looks 
for opportunities to accentuate 
the public aspect. This is evident 
in the U-shaped apartment 
building in Kharkiv called Carat, 

with twenty-four units. A gate 
at the bottom of the building 
leads to a communal courtyard, 
an ‘intimate public space,’ in the 
words of its creator. In this way 
the complex, carefully fitted into 
the urban structure, enriches the 
public domain. The minimalist 
finish is strengthened by the use 
of Reynaers systems CW 50,  
GP 51 and CS 77.  

CARAT APARTMENTS
Architect: Drozdov & Partners, Kharkiv
Fabricator: TMM, Kiev Reynaers systems: 
CW 50, CS 77, GP 51

Solid design 
in Berlin

 BERLIN (DE) — At the spot 
where originally the 
Nordbahnhof stood there 
is now a 47,000-square-
metre office complex, be-
longing to the Deutsche 
Bahn. The comb-shaped 
complex was designed by 
RKW Architektur + Städ-
tebau. The façades were 
designed by Hemprich 
Tophof Architekten and 
combine Kirchheimer 
Muschelkalk stone with 
the Reynaers CS 77-HV,  
CS 77 and CW 50 
systems. The abstract 
simplicity and the regular 
cadence of the open-
ings in the natural stone 
façade give the building 
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a classical allure. The 
complex’s appearance 
places it in what could 
be called the new Ber-
lin school, which has 
determined the course 
of the so-called ‘repair 
of the city’ which was 
started after the re-
unification of Germany 
and Berlin.

MK 3 OFFICE BUILDING
Architect: RKW Architektur 
+ Städtebau, Düsseldorf and 
Hemprich Tophof Architekten, 
Berlin Contractor: Max Bögl 
GmbH & Co. KG, Neumarkt
Fabricator: Scheffer Metall-
bautechnik GmbH 
Reynaers systems: CS 77-HV,  
CS 77, CW 50

SHOWCASE
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Palace of Justice
 REGGIO CALABRIA (IT) — The Palace 

of Justice in the Italian city of 
Reggio Calabria is one of the 
most recent works by Manfredi 
Nicoletti, an architect who has 
been active for half a century. In 
the 1960s he was at the fore-
front of architecture, while today 
he is an experienced master. A 

few years ago his spectacular 
Palace of Justice in Arezzo was 
realised, and recently this amaz-
ing counterpart was constructed 
in the south of Italy. The design, 
made with two Reynaers sys-
tems (CW 50 and CW 86 façade 
solutions), demonstrates the gi-
ant gestures which have charac-
terised his work since the 1960s. 
The organic forms of Nicoletti’s 

architecture, for which he takes 
his inspiration from nature, also 
give this project a particularly 
dynamic feel.

PALACE OF JUSTICE
Architect: Manfredi Nicoletti, from Studio 
Nicoletti Associati, Rome Fabricator: 
SERALWALL s.r.l., Cambiago (MI) Reynaers 
systems: CW 50, CW 86

17



The synergy of 
collaboraTion
archiTecTure is all abouT Teamwork, from 
The design iTself To The consTrucTion of a 
projecT. nobody makes a building on Their 
own, alThough crediT for The design is ofTen 
given solely To The persons lending Their 
name To The archiTecTural office. however, 
seeing The archiTecT as The single auThor 
and creaTor of a piece of work ignores all 
The efforTs of The archiTecTural firm’s  
employees and The conTribuTions of all  
The oTher building parTners: invesTors, 
engineers, consulTanTs, sysTem developers, 
conTracTors, fabricaTors and insTallers.
Text: Hans Ibelings

focus
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The synergy of 
collaboraTion
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The r-cube 
test facility in 
duffel, belgium

The realisation of a building is a perfect 
illustration of a situation where people come 
together with a common focus and passion, 
sharing the same objective. Synergizing the 
expertise of the different building partners to 
accomplish dreams they never thought achiev-
able, that is the true essence of TEAM ... To-
gether Everyone Achieving More! This vision is 
also expressed by the brand signature Reynaers 
Aluminium is introducing ‘Together for Better’.

dedicaTed supporT
At Reynaers dedicated consultants advise 

architects during the whole design process. 
Thanks to their knowledge of related products 
such as glass, the latest regulations and stand-
ards as well as their experience in the industry, 
they are able to assist designers in their techni-
cal and budgetary decisions. 

In the Duffel headquarters (Belgium) a 
complete project team is in charge of develop-
ing bespoke solutions for unusual and large 
projects. In the Reynaers Institute, Reynaers 
Aluminium’s 2800 m² large training, testing 
and research centre, engineers test curtain 
walls, doors and windows on an extensive range 
of performances: from burglar resistance to 

20

fall-through protection; from mechanical and 
cyclic tests to UV resistance; from air, wind- 
and water tightness to sound insulation; from 
climate simulation for ageing tests to quality 
control on aluminium system components, like 
seals, closures, sliding and rolling mechanisms. 
By testing in-house, Reynaers has gathered an 
enormous amount of technical and practical 
knowledge. This expertise gives the company 
a huge head start in terms of finding new solu-
tions together with designers and fabricators 
and thereby answers to the needs and requests 
of contractors and investors.

Every year an average of 140 tests are per-
formed at the Reynaers Institute, all according 
to European standards for quality, durability 
and reliability. Tests are performed on standard 
systems for certification, as well as on tailor 
made solutions, specially designed for large 
projects.

Recently a new test facility was added to 
this testing centre. The rotatable R-Cube has 
been developed to provide state-of-the-art 
analyses on the performances of curtain walls, 
doors and windows allowing the product design-
ers to develop even more sustainable, energy-

focus

every year an average of 140 TesTs are 
performed aT The reynaers insTiTuTe,  
all in line wiTh european sTandards
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The r-cube  
includes a blower 
door for tests on  
air tightness

3

an infrared camera 
is used to compare 
the surface temper-
ature of a construc-
tion under different 
conditions

efficient and comfortable aluminium building 
solutions. The R-Cube allows constructions to 
be exposed to a combination of different tem-
perature, air pressure, wind, humidity and sun 
conditions. This allows the Reynaers engineers 
to compare and evaluate different solutions 
for sun shading, natural ventilation, types of 
glazing and building connections, in relation to 
different orientations of the building. Further-
more, solutions of double skin façades can be 
studied in detail to assess comfort and energy 
performance. 

The R-Cube has a fully automated controller 
allowing freely programmable temperature cy-
cles and relative humidity and simulating winter 
or summer conditions whenever requested. 

 Additional technologies used in the R-Cube 
include an infrared camera allowing to accurate-
ly assess differences in temperature to evaluate 
insulation as well as a Blower Door test installa-
tion used to identify the overall air tightness of 
an installed construction. The overall U-value of 
the R-Cube itself is 0,12 W/m²K (U-value ranges 
between 0,08 W/m²K and 0,16 W/m²K) and can 
be considered as a passive house.

The Reynaers Institute also boasts a train-
ing centre where fabricators and installers are 
trained in manufacturing and installing stand-
ard systems as well as specific solutions. And in 
the automation centre, partners can have a look 
at the options for automation of their produc-
tion line during machine demonstrations.

collaboraTion
Collaboration between architect, system 

developer, investor and fabricator, especially on 
more complex projects, is not a linear process, 
in which the architect designs something, the 
producer makes it and the fabricator assembles 
and installs it. Often, the design is influenced 
by the knowledge and insights of the system 
designer, who in turn takes the possibilities and 
limitations of construction into account.

With this method of working, Reynaers 
makes a break from the division and specialisa-
tion of labour that has become increasingly 
commonplace in all fields, including the building 
industry, since the nineteenth century. As a 
result of this division of labour, many architects’ 
expertise is primarily limited to architectonic 
design, at the expense of knowledge relating 
to the technical and structural aspects of the 

21



discipline. The division and specialisation of 
labour has resulted in major increases in ef-
ficiency and productivity, but it has also made it 
more difficult to find integrated solutions, which 
take maximum advantage of the know-how of 
all parties. Reynaers places great importance 
on looking outside of its own field so as to assist 
designers as effectively as possible in finding 
the best possible solutions for façades, windows 
and doors, which fit within the project design 
and comply with structural rules and regula-
tions. These rules and regulations differ from 
one country to the other, such as in terms of 
earthquake and fire resistance. In addition, cli-
ents often want a premium façade system with 
higher standards than are strictly necessary, for 
wind resistance, for example. 

22

focus

by TesTing in-house, reynaers has gaThered an 
enormous amounT of Technical and pracTical 
knowledge

soluTions
Reynaers’ role in these collaborations is 

more than just the supplier of systems, or even 
the supplier of solutions. Reynaers is a partner 
to the other parties in the process. According to 
Patrick Van Damme, of the project cell in Duffel 
headquarters, Reynaers makes it a priority to 
gain better understanding of what matters to 
architects. The same is true for what matters to 
fabricators, who are often the company’s direct 
clients, and who assemble and install the façade 
systems. Mr. Van Damme says, ‘It’s a give-and-
take process, in which we try to find a solution 
which is within budget and which does justice 
to the architectonic concept, the possibilities of 
the builders, and the wishes of the client all at 

the same time.’ In that process there is often an 
additional important partner – the specialised 
engineering office which, in collaboration with 
Reynaers, is able to take the wishes regarding 
façade systems and ‘mould them technically,’ as 
Mr. Van Damme puts it.

This collaborative work is to Reynaers’ ad-
vantage, because bespoke solutions sometimes 
become a new standard system in the Reynaers 
range. In that sense, the activities of the project 
department are closely related to Reynaers’ de-
velopment department, giving internal expres-
sion to the idea of synergy inherent in the motto 
‘Together for Better.’  



The 
reynaers
insTiTuTe
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Geometry at 
its best

santander, 
spain

Text: Sander Laudy
Photography: 
Wenzel

Ámbar  
enGineer-
inG and  
innovation 
centre



With its interplay of irregular 
diagonal lines of profiles and flat 
façades, Ámbar telecomunica-

ciones’ dynamic new research and innovation 
centre in the spanish city of santander sug-
gests the illusion of depth. it appears to be a 
typical example of a design which could never 
have been conceived in this way without 
modern information technology and rendering 
programs.

  
The design has resulted in a plastic and high-

ly expressive image for a building which actually 
isn’t that large – only 2000 square metres. 
And while it appears to be a playful exercise in 
geometry, there is nothing childish about the 
technical execution. All of the parties involved 
in the design and execution process delivered 
precision work. The fabricator Bellapart S.A.U., 
from the Catalan city of Olot, is known for tak-
ing on geometric challenges. They were eager 
to work on the irregular façade composition 
designed by Sobrellano Architects, and enthusi-
astically calculated and realised it together with 
their own engineering bureau Strain.

A three-dimensional steel construction was 

different size, creating the building’s unique appear-
ance. The building is surrounded by double-insulated 
laminated glass with a 20-mm air cavity, and the 
glass continues even over the thick corners. In this 
way the outer layer of laminated glass plates acts 
as a camouflage for elements like roof drainage. 
The drain water then runs down along the corners, 
where the glass again covers the profiles. Because 
the texture of the surface consists entirely of glass, 
the building’s appearance is light and shiny, despite 
the large amounts of steel and aluminium included 
in the skeleton of the roof and façades. A similar ef-
fect could also be achieved on a small-scale level by 
installing Reynaers’ CS 77 doors with hidden hinges, 
reducing the number of visible technical details.

The glass exterior turns the building into a 
mirrored boulder, which from the back appears to 
rise up out of the earth. At night, the building gains 
depth and reveals its secrets. Then the overlap 
between the 3D steel structure and the aluminium 
network surrounding it becomes visible, as does the 
building’s interior. The interior walls become illumi-
nated, and the underside of the roof is also lit from 
within the offices and research rooms. Glass has 
also been used for the circumference of the roof, 
and as a result the massive roof surface does not 

in the final desiGn, each frame and Glass surface  
is of a different size, creatinG the buildinG’s unique 
appearance
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erected which supports the roof and the façades 
around four oblong storeys. This construction is 
not attached to the floors and forms an autono-
mous shell around the functional spaces. Steel 
connectors were mounted to the ball-shaped 
joints of the tubular profiles of this support 
structure. Reynaers aluminium profiles CW 60 
were then mounted to these connectors. At first 
CW 50 profiles were requested, but the horizontal 
sections in particular, some of which are up to 
three metres long, needed more stiffness. On the 
basis of calculations made by Strain, Reynaers 
supplied CW 60-SC for the façade. In the final  
design, each frame and glass surface is of a  

extend all the way to the façade. This makes the 
outer edges disappear in darkness and brings 
the illuminated sections, the heart of the build-
ing, even more prominently to the forefront.The 
Reynaers CW 60 structural clamped profiles 
only reveal very thin joints between the external 
glass panels, while the edges of the main sur-
faces (sometimes because of drainage, but also 
in those places without drains) are sculpturally 
set off conspicuously. At these edges, metal 
insulated profiles measuring about 20 x 20 cm 
have been used, and although these are covered 
in glass, softening their appearance, they still 
lend the building a certain robustness. In fact, 
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on the ground
floor the build-

ing projects
outwards to a

great extent
2
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3

the three-
dimensional steel 
support structure 
is clearly visible 
from the inside



A B
a - top hung
window horizontal 
section mullion
4

b - roof vertical
section transom
4

3

detail of the 
façade

the sculptural form demands it. The protrusion 
on the ground floor and the powerful interplay of 
the different façades are imposing. The fact that 
within these strong lines and surfaces a vibrat-
ing network of steel and aluminium has been 
erected, makes the subtlety and elegance of this 
interplay of lines even more impressive, not least 
made possible by the perfect collaboration of the 
different parties involved that each brought in 
their expertise. Together for Better.   

Ámbar enGineerinG & innovation centre
Architect: sobrellano arquitectos, comillas (cantabria) Investor: 
Ámbar telecomunicaciones Façade engineer: strain engineering 
s.l., Girona Fabricator: bellapart s.a.u., olot (Girona) Reynaers 
systems: cW 60-sc, cs 77
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 1. Mullion
 2. Transom
 3. Vertical transom
 4. Clamping profiles
 5. Outer frame

 6. Vent (SSG)
 7. Wet glazing
 8. Finishing profile (alu)
 9. Life line
 10. Bracket life line

A

B



3d model
1

3

the outer skin 
of the building is 
made entirely of 
glass

31
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project

A fine Addition 
to reykjAvik’s 
centre 

reykjAvik, 
icelAnd

Text: 
Hans Ibelings
Photography:
Rafael Pinho

HöfðAtorg
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the second tallest building in  
reykjavik forms part of an ambi-
tious project which is intended to 

counteract the raw climate with elegant, 
optimistic and radiant architecture. the 
architecture contrasts not only with iceland’s 
meteorological conditions, but also with the 
economic climate in which the tower was 
realised.  
the plans were drawn up in the years of pros-
perity, but the construction itself took place 
in the economically dramatic year of 2008, 
when the full extent of the financial crisis 
became clear.

  

3 

the glazed 
façade reflects 
the characteristic 
surroundings

2 

skyline of 
reykjavik

The tower is part of Höfðatorg, a complex 
just a stone’s throw away from Höfði, the villa 
where Ronald Reagan and Michael Gorbachev 
met in 1986 to discuss nuclear disarmament. 
The nineteen-storey, seventy-metre tall tower 
is one of six buildings in the Höfðatorg complex, 
which is based on a master plan joint venture 
between PK Arkitektar and LWW Architekten. 
The Icelandic bureau PK Arkitektar is respon-
sible for the architectonic execution of the 
plan. The letters P and K are the initials of the 
bureau’s founder, Pálmar Kristmundsson. So far 
only two of the six volumes have been con-
structed, housing a mixed programme of living, 
working and relaxing. 
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the installation and so that the system could be 
installed in the tower as quickly as possible. 

For the façade Reynaers developed four 
different unitised elements based on a 1.5m 
wide and 3.5m high module: completely fixed 
elements with vertical glass; elements with ver-
tical glass and top-hung windows over the total 
width of the element; elements with sloped glass 
parts, either fixed or with top-hung windows; 
and corner elements of 64 and 116 degrees. 
For the sharp and obtuse corners of the tower, 
special elements were fabricated with custom-
made vertical T-profiles to achieve the desired 
visual effect. To retain uniformity, the structural 
silicone seal, which glues the glass onto the 

With its irregular rhythm of oblique surfaces 
in the otherwise flat façade, PK Arkitektar man-
aged to create a lively expression. Aside from 
the technical realisation of this complicated 
façade, one of the most important questions 
was how to meet comfort requirements in the 
Icelandic weather conditions of extreme wind 
and low temperatures. The architect wanted a 
mullioned transom system with large clamped 
glass units on the ground floor. For the tower he 
wanted structural sealed glass parts, both fixed 
and moveable, integrated in a unitised system. 
A bespoke solution based on CW 86 element 
façade was selected so as to overcome the bad 
weather conditions which were expected during 



36 for tHe sHArp And oBtUse corners of tHe toWer, 
speciAl eleMents Were fABricAted
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An irregular  
pattern of oblique 
surfaces lends the 
façade its lively 
appearance

4

1 

the tower is 
located close 
to the villa 
Höfði where 
the reykjavik 
summit took 
place in 1986

3 

interior view;  
cW 86-ef profiles 

profiles, makes contact with the silicone seal 
between the inner and outer glass panes.

For the sloped glass parts, Reynaers 
developed a new unitised curtain wall system 
based on CW 86-EF. This curtain wall consists 
of a main frame, with the requested structural 
elements, fixed to the concrete structure of the 
building. Inside this frame, a fixed glass frame 
or top-hung frame supporting the glass was 
installed. All top-hung windows are motor-
operated, and the motor is integrated inside the 
system.

For this solution, Reynaers developed a  
250 mm deep thermal broken outer frame con-
struction with horizontal and vertical transoms 
to support the glass frames. The 250 mm-deep 
system was required to withstand the expected 
high wind speeds of up to 280 kilometres per 
hour. The wind load test of this system, up to 
4000 Pa was the highest performance test 
until now executed at the Reynaers Institute. 

All these technical facilities made it possible to 
fulfil both the aesthetic desires of the architect 
and the technical and energy requirements. The 
result is a tower which has no equal in Iceland. 
During the crisis, Höfðatorg was seen as a 
symbol of the financial disaster which held the 
country in its clutches. Now that the economy 
is gradually recovering, it is possible to see the 
tower with a more optimistic eye. This architec-
ture can be seen as a glorious victory over the 
many challenges in the face of which the tower 
had to be achieved.   

HöfðAtorg 
Architect: pk Arkitektar, reykjavik and lWW Architekten,  
Berlin Contractor: eykt ehf., reykjavik Façade consultant: ifft –  
karlotto schott (frankfurt, germany) Fabricator: gluggar in  
cooperation with Asf, Akureyri Reynaers systems:  
cW 50-sc, bespoke solution based on cW 86-ef

for more information about this project, please visit us at
 www.reynaers-solutions.com 
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drawing;  
unitised  
element
4

3

detail of the 
façade

 Bespoke solution based on CW 86 Element Façade
 Ground floor: structural clamped solution
  Tower: structural sealed inclinated glass parts (fixed and/ or 
openable) integrated into the unitized system

  A 250 mm deep thermal broken outer frame construction with 
horizontal and vertical transoms to support the glass frames

 SSG stepped glass units
  The gaps between the main frame and the glass frame are filled 
with insulation to obtain better U-values

  All top hung windows are motor operated, integrated inside the 
system

  The corner elements were fabricated with special vertical T-
profiles to obtain the requested look outside

different types of unitized elements:
A  Complete fixed elements with vertical glass
B  Elements with vertical glass and top hung windows over the 

total width of the element
c Elements with sloped glass parts, fixed or with top hung windows 
d Corner elements 

project solUtion



1. Outer frame
2. Thermal broken glass frame
3. Clips profile
4. Vision glass
5. Structural silicone sealant
6. Screw fixation
7. Insulation
8. EPDM linking gasket
9. Continuous gasket
10. Ventilation grid
11. Brackets
12. Fire screen
13. Sun blind
14. Concrete floor
15. Thermal broken vent
16. Outer frame for vent
17. T-profile
18. Motor for vent

2

b-b’: vertical  
section with 
sloped glass 
parts

3

a - horizontal  
section sloped 
glass part 39

a b

b’
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An impressive 
entrAnce  
to the nUiG 
north cAmpUs

GAlwAy, 
irelAnd

text: 
emmett Scanlon
photography:
neil warner

nUi  
GAlwAy 
enGineer-
inG de-
pArtment



this substantial building com-
pleted on the campus of the 
national University of ireland, 

Galway (nUiG) in 2011 has a dramatic, 
landscape setting. like many universities 
in ireland, the buildings of nUiG typically 
sit as distinct villa blocks in a leafy, almost 
suburban landscape, in defined areas at the 
edges of main cities. this is no exception. 
the building, designed by rmjm architects 
in scotland, in association with taylor 
Architects in ireland is sensitive to its sur-
roundings but still aims to assert itself just 
enough to act as a gateway to the nUiG 
north campus.

It opens its façades to the eastern river-
side setting and offers a dramatic cascading 
staircase back to the campus, inviting engi-
neers and visitors alike up into the teaching 
spaces, onto an external balcony and the 
dramatic, colourful rooms above overlooking 
the river Corrib.

The building is thought of as a new en-
gineering ‘house’, giving united homes and 
rooms to the five engineering departments 
in the University – namely Civil, Electronic, 
Industrial, Engineering Hydrology and  
Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering.  
With a large community of over 1,100 students 
and 100 staff, this ensures that the four-
storey, glass and zinc clad building always 
feels lively and busy, from inside and out. 
Organised and designed to allow easy cross-
communication and cross-fertilisation of ideas 
across the different disciplines, this ‘human 
energy’ makes the building feel vibrant and 
alive, progressive and active, at the cutting 
edge of thinking, research and innovation in 
engineering. This ambition to have the act of 
learning facilitated by the building organisa-
tion is further reflected in the design and 
construction of the building. 

The 14,250 square-metre building has 
a two-storey south-facing twin-skin climate 
façade, with imbedded probes and sensors 
within the construction fabric of the building. 
This allows the entire project to operate as a 

2 

the façade is  
clad in zinc

42
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the AmBition to hAve the Act oF leArninG 
FAcilitAted By the orGAnisAtion oF the BUildinG  
is reFlected in its desiGn And constrUction



purging, thermal storage mass, and exposed 
slabs which are used to maximize the advan-
tages of natural ventilation, thus creating an 
optimal thermal environment whilst mini-
mizing the use of fossil fuels to achieve that 
environment. 

Reynaers systems are used around the 
building in windows and skylights, but the 
south façade, a double skinned climate wall 
which uses Reynaers CW 50-SC system on the 
internal façade, is key to the environmental 
strategy and is visually striking. The archi-
tects wanted this south façade to be as open 
as possible, as behind it lie the postgraduate 
rooms, arguably the most productive rooms 
of this engineering house, where research 
is on show to the entire campus – the south 
façade looks back to the University and to the 
other disciplines and as such is the buildings 
‘main face’. The two glass layers, one metre 
apart work as a traditional curtain wall do, 
gathering heat, allowing hot air to discharge, 
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nAtUrAl ventilAtion is A Key FeAtUre oF the BUildinG

teaching tool providing a continuous stream 
of information for research and monitoring. 
The engineers using this building place a sig-
nificant focus on research into environmental 
technologies, and again the building reflects 
this interest, as it contains a range of ‘green’ 
technologies which will add to the hands-
on learning experience for students. There 
is large-scale rainwater harvesting, solar 
thermal panels, ground source heat-pumps, a 
biomass boiler, low-embodied energy materi-
als such as zinc, grass roofs for water attenu-
ation, heat exchangers, and passive layout 
design to allow natural ventilation throughout 
the building.

Natural ventilation is a key feature of 
the building and its simple potential is very 
apparent on the riverside façade. Here the 
Reynaers CW 65-EF, unitized façade system 
is employed to great effect. A desire for 
speed of erection on site and quality control 
prompted the architects to use this solution 

as it allowed much of the façade to be preas-
sembled off site, at the workshops of Duggan 
Systems, in nearby Limerick. A substantial 
1,150 square metres of the CW 65-EF façade 
were successfully installed in an astonishing 
two weeks as a result of being freed from 
weather, access and other constraints. The 
resulting façade is clean, open and transpar-
ent and looks particularly dramatic at night, 
when the rooms show their colourful interiors 
to the riverside.

Passive design elements are key to the 
low environmental impact of the building, 
such as the use of natural ventilation, night 

while keeping the aspect and horizon open – 
arguably, much like the act of research itself. 

  

nUiG 
Architect: rmjm architects (scotland) in partnership with 
taylor Architects (ireland) Contractor: BAm construction 
Investor: national University of ireland, Galway Fabricator: 
duggan systems ltd., patrickswell, co. limerick Reynaers 
systems: cw 65-eF, cw 50, cw 50-sc and bespoke cappings 
and construction
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3

the double-
skinned 
climate wall 
on the south 
façade facili-
tates natural 
ventilation

At night the rooms 
show their colour-
ful interiors to the 
bank of the river 
corrib
4
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A striking 
complete 
mAkeover  
of A former 
post office 
building

lucerne, 
switzerlAnd

Text: Ursula Baus
Photography:
University of Lucerne/
Bruno Rubatscher, 
Dany Schulthess, 
Emmenbrücke

university 
of 
lucerne’s 
mAin 
building



starting with the lucerne central 
station, which was built in 1985 
by the architectural bureau  

Ammann und baumann and its employee at 
that time santiago calatrava, the city of 
lucerne began a radical modernisation of 
the quarter stretching eastwards from the 
station to lake lucerne. the culture and 
congress centre designed by jean nouvel, 
with its wide overhanging roof, has stood at 
the lakeside since 2000, and directly next 
to it, the university’s new main building has 
recently been completed. 

Instead of a new building, it is a renova-
tion of the former post office, around which 
an unusual three-dimensional façade has 
been placed. The white shell appears to 
have been intricately folded from the second 
floor upwards around the five-storey build-
ing, which commands over 27,000 square 
metres of usable floor space. The plasticity of 
the rear-ventilated façades is further devel-
oped by panoramic windows which project 
95 centimetres outwards from the façade, 
twisting in alternate directions. According to 
the architects the design of the façade has 
historical references, such as the solar panels 
for satellites which Koryo Miura developed 
in the 1960s, inspired by the Japanese art of 
origami, or the art of Andreas Christen, who 
cast large white reliefs out of polyester in the 
same time period. Similar angles can also be 
seen in the façades of Marcel Breuer’s build-
ings Flaine, a French ski resort. The composi-
tion of the university building’s façades also 
have similarities with Holabird and Roche’s 
Tacoma Building (1887-1889) with its angled 
bay windows.

During the competition phase, the archi-
tects Enzmann & Fischer had planned a façade 
consisting of concrete curtain elements, which 
turned out to be too heavy for the existing 
frame, and too expensive. Now thin carrier 
plates made of multi-polished, triple-polyure-
thane-coated, recycled glass in an aluminium 
frame are suspended from the totally restruc-
tured former post office building. The founda-
tion for this was the StoVerotec system, which 
the architects came across in their search 
for a lighter alternative to concrete. Working 

 
panoramic  
windows project  
95 cm outwards 
from the white 
façade
8
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tHin cArrier plAtes mAde of treAted recycled 
glAss in An Aluminium frAme Are suspended from 
tHe totAlly restructured post office building
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closely with Sto AG and GKP Fassadentechnik, 
Enzmann & Fischer were able to develop the 
artistically conceived shell for the university 
building including flush-set window solutions 
based on Reynaers CS 86-HI window and door 
system. This high insulated three-chamber 
system, proved to be perfectly suited to the 
complex construction system. A fixed-glazed 
segment has been combined with two mov-
able windows, together measuring up to 4 x 
2.30 metres and weighing up to 600 kilogram, 
all with triple glazing reaching an insulation 
value of ≤1.0 w/m2K. Standard supports are of 
course insufficient for this weight, so it was 
necessary to design a bespoke solution. In 
order to achieve the appearance of window 
surfaces made entirely of glass, silicone glaz-
ing was used on all window frames – requiring 
the development of another bespoke profile 
which is SSG anodised in the sealed areas.  

Without the use of high performance building 
components in the façade construction, such 
as aluminium profiles in combination with an 
eco-friendly energy management (heat pump 
and biomass energy supply) the building 
would not have met Minergie standards, the 
Swiss standard for energy efficient building. 

Ensuring that this façade construction was 
accurate down to the last millimetre required 
close collaboration from all parties, from the 
first idea to the installation of the final handle. 
The regular meetings held during the tender 
process increased in frequency once the 
executing company was chosen. In particular, 
the coordination of the dimensions of the 
façade construction and the windows re-
quired intense effort on the part of everyone 
involved. But it takes this level of commitment 
to transform a well-conceived design idea into 
a perfectly built reality in such a prominent 

location as this one in Lucerne. The preci-
sion with which the custom surfaces, sharp 
corners and perfectly installed windows were 
constructed is nothing short of impressive. 
Together for Better. 

university of lucerne
Architect: enzmann & fischer Ag, zurich Investor: financial 
department of canton lucerne (rafaela fux) Façade Engineer: 
gkp fassadentechnik Ag, Aadorf Cost planning and construction 
site management: büro für bauökonomie Ag luzern Fabricator: 
surber metallbau Ag, zurich Reynaers system: cs 86-Hi 
bespoke solution

for more information about this project, please visit us at
 www.reynaers-solutions.com 

tHe coordinAtion of tHe dimensions of tHe fAÇAde 
construction And tHe windows reQuired intense 
effort on tHe pArt of everyone involved
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skylights al-
low abundant 
natural light to 
enter the inte-
rior spaces
7

3

central stairs 
(double flight)
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3

sections window 
element

A-A’: vertical  
section opening 
and fixed elements
4

A

A’



b-b’: horizontal 
section opening 
element
4

1

Hallway

  Bespoke solution based on CS 86-HI window and door system 
  Highly insulated system (Uf = ≥ 1.4 W/m²K) to reach the buildings 
Minergie label (Uw ≤ 1.0 W/m²K)

  6500 m² building façade of which 2200 m² windows
  Window elements were prefabricated at the workshop including 
glazing

  Window elements were mounted without visible fixation
  Three-dimensional look by using inclined window setting
  The distance between the wall and the most protruding façade 
parts is 950 millimeters

window elements:
 200 elements with combination of fixed & opening parts
 Weight up to 600 kg
 Max. 4000 x 2300 mm
 Possibility to easily replace glass
 WKII burglary proof

project solution

 1. Steel sub structure
 2. Steel anchors
 3. Alu frames
 4.  Structural Sealed Glazing
 5. SSG Vent
 6.  Finishing profile aluminium plate of 3 mm

 7.  Finishing profile in alu 4 mm
 8.  Fire retarding insulation
 9.  Gipsum board
 10.  Sunscreens
 11.  Sunscreen covering profile of ESG safety glass (SSG glazing)
 12.  Flat panel for façade cladding

opening parts
 340 vents
 Weight up to 130 kg
 Inside opening turn 
 Partial vents for SE (Smoke & Heat Evacuation) motorized

glazing
 Triple glazing
 SSG: profiles were anodized to guarantee quality of adhesion

53
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innovations

Reynaers aluminium is continually searching 
for ways to further improve its systems. Here 
are some examples of recent product innova-
tions and refinements. 

new possibilities foR Cp 130
Additional solutions are now available for 

Reynaers’ comprehensive sliding door system 
CP 130, once again enlarging the system’s ex-
tensive application range and options. 

A newly-developed corner closing solution, 
exclusively for the CP 130 Lift & Slide duorail 
variant, makes it possible to open up spaces 
without any fixed corner element. In combina-
tion with the system’s innovative low threshold 
solution for Lift & Slide duorail – only 20 mm 

Cp 130-ls 
duorail  
corner closing 
solution
4

high – the indoors and outdoors can be connect-
ed without any barrier to comfortably extend 
the interior spaces to the outside, making this 
solution perfectly suitable for wide spans and 
high traffic areas such as restaurant terraces. 

In contemporary architecture there is a con-
tinuing trend towards large dimensions and full 
glass walls. However, large glass elements are a 
challenge to install due to their size and weight, 
especially on upper floors. Outside glazing has 
been developed for CP 130 monorail to facilitate 
the installation by securing glass in an opening 
from the exterior of the building. In addition, a 
new connection piece extends the system’s max-
imum profile length of seven metres and makes 
it possible to use elements with a frame width 

54 tHis solUtion MaKes it possible to 
open Up spaCes witHoUt anY fiXeD 
CoRneR eleMent



Low threshoLd soLution for  
Cs 86-hi

Because of its high insulation value and 
aesthetic versatility, the door system CS 86-HI 
is greatly appreciated in public buildings with 
strict energy-efficiency norms. But in public 
buildings such as educational and healthcare 
institutions, barrier-free accessibility is an espe-
cially important design focal point.

Not long ago, Reynaers introduced a high 
performance low threshold solution (water tight 
up to 300 Pa) for its window and door system 
CS 104, a system featuring profiles with superior 
insulation values that make it suitable for pas-
sive and low-energy houses. This low threshold 
solution is now also available for CS 86-HI, up-
grading the system so that it meets the highest 
accessibility requirements while maintaining its 
high thermal insulation levels. 

55
Cp 130 monorail 
outside glazing
4

3

Cs 86-Hi door,  
low threshold 
detail

Cp 130-ls duorail
low threshold
4

of more than seven metres, giving architects 
and fabricators greater freedom in design and 
realisation.  

The adjustable anchoring further facilitates 
the installation of CP 130 since the solution can 
be perfectly adapted towards the correct inte-
rior floor height on the structurally complete 
building – even before the interior floor finishing 
has been placed.

For a more classic touch the Renaissance 
variant, which is mostly used on verandas, is 
now also available.

With this Reynaers sliding door system,  
CP 130 provides comfort in every respect.
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innovations

3

section;  
Cs 77 door 
with finger 
protection

safetY solUtions
The hinge side of a door is generally 

considered an area of potential harm. Reyn-
aers Aluminium launches the CS 77 and CS 
86-HI door range with finger protection. These 
high-insulating doors are widely used in public 
buildings where high traffic and strict energy-
efficiency regulations are the norm, such as 
schools and hospitals. 

Without compromising the systems’ high 
performance levels and pleasing aesthetics, 
a special gasket has been placed on the hinge 
side of the door which keeps fingers from 
getting caught when a door is fully opened 
or closed. Finger protection is available on 
standard and double doors, inward and out-
ward opening configurations and in combina-
tion with different solutions of both brush and 

gasket, and is designed to be easily adapted to 
other door ranges.

These finger protection doors therefore 
not only perfectly suit Reynaers’ portfolio and 
meet the current demands in the building sector,  

DooRs witH pUsH baRs aRe benefiCial in paniC 
sitUations wHeRe laRge CRowDs aRe involveD  
sUCH as in sCHools
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1

Reynaers offers 
two types of door 
solutions for 
escape routes

In public buildings where visitors are not 
familiar with the function of the escape door – 
such as in commercial buildings, hospitals and 
schools – a push bar is installed on the inside 
(EN 1125). The door can be opened in an intui-
tive way by pushing the bar. This is beneficial 
in panic situations where large crowds are 
involved.

Depending on the position of a door in a 
building, different levels of additional security 
may be required. This is also true for escape 
doors. Reynaers therefore offers a panic and 
emergency exit solution for the door and win-
dow systems CS 77 and CS 86-HI with optional 
burglary resistance WK II. This provides sub-
stantial burglary protection from the outside 
but makes the door easy to operate from the 
inside.

but also complete Reynaers’ door solutions  
CS 77 and CS 86-HI.

 Panic situations are by no means daily oc-
currences; however, protecting people in pub-
lic buildings must be a top priority. Effective 
escape routes are an essential aspect of this.

Reynaers offers two types of door solu-
tions for escape routes in public buildings that 
comply with uniform European standards (EN 
179 for emergency exits and EN 1125 for panic 
exits). They can be installed in accordance with 
the capacity and function of the building. In EN 
179 a normal door handle is used on the inside 
and outside, and is generally suitable for use 
in buildings where users are familiar with the 
function of the escape door. The door does 
not look like an emergency exit door, but can 
always be opened from the inside. 
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Antwerp,
Belgium

the skilfully renovated Kendall 
warehouse in Antwerp has been 
transformed into a contemporary office 
building featuring a new transparent 
roof structure and an energy-efficient 
concept for heating and cooling.

sD worx KenDAll office BuilDing 
Architect: stramien cvba in cooperation with cenergie 
cvba, Antwerp
Investor: sD worx
Fabricator: Beneens, olen
Reynaers systems: cs 77-HV
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olonne sur mer,
frAnce

A folding door solution provides 
maximum flexibility for the interior 
space of a tourist office in the city of 
olonne sur mer in western france.

tourist office olonne sur mer 
Architect: laure Brousseau & laurent feinte 
Architectes, la roche sur Yon
General contractor: Ville de olonne sur mer
Fabricator: serrurerie luconnaise, lucon
Reynaers systems: cf 77, cD 50, xs 50
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references

milAn,
itAlY

moscow,
russiA

the new façade cladding 
changed this residential 
building in every respect.

A powerful design for powerful business.

ApArtments fAmAgostA
Architect: Agenzia di Architettura 5+1, genova
Fabricator: c.n.s. spa, milan
Reynaers systems: cs 86-Hi/HV, cw 60 (attic)

Business centre trio
Architect: creative production enterprise “reserve”, moscow
General contractor: officestroy, moscow
Fabricator: officestroy, moscow
Reynaers systems: cw 50, cs 68
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plzeŇ,
czecH 
repuBlic

A new oncology ward for the 
plzeň university Hospital 
with a clearly arranged 
layout.

plzeŇ uniVersitY HospitAl
Architect: K4 and lt project Brno, Jan lacina,  
martin foral, martin Kyselovič
Investor: plzeň university Hospital
General contractor: skanska a.s., prague
Fabricator: skanska technologie, prague
Reynaers systems: cs 86-Hi, cw 50-Hi
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An office building with  
classical ambience.

three schools have been 
merged to form europe’s 
biggest school serving up to 
3600 pupils, incorporating 
both new build structures 
and refurbishments.

sofiA,
BulgAriA

nottingHAm,
uniteD 
KingDom 

tHe neeDle office BuilDing
Architect: Atanas panov, iskren manev, sofia
Investor: transcontinental Build ltD, sofia
Fabricator: Kristian neiko - 90 ltD, sofia
Reynaers systems: cw 50-sc, cs 77

nottingHAm AcADemY 
Architect: franklin ellis Architects, nottingham
General contractor: carillion plc 
Fabricator: trent Valley window and Door 
company limited, nottingham
Reynaers systems: eco 50 windows & doors,  
eco sBD windows, Vision 50 Doors, cw 50,  
cw 50-fp

references
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office building centrally located within 
the salmabad area of isa town.

sAlmABAD,
BAHrAin

Al Afoo BuilDing
Architect: Arch inc spc, manama
Contractor: Al razi contracting, manama
Investor: Al Afoo group
Fabricator: Abdul Aziz Aluminium, Aali
Reynaers systems: cw 50-sc, cs 59pa cD
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sHAngHAi,
cHinA

several towers form this 
residential complex in the 
affluent xintiandi district of 
shanghai.

xintiAnDi riVersiDe gArDen
Architect: Hebei Architect Bureau, shanghai
Investor: shanghai xintiandi real estate Developer 
co., ltd., shanghai
Fabricator: shanghai suntek modern windows and 
Doors co., ltd., shanghai
Reynaers systems: cs 59, cs 59pa, cp 45pa, cp 50
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st. gAllen,
switzerlAnD

the design of the new 
institute was inspired  
by the light.

institute for pAtHologY AnD forensic meDicine
Architect: silvia gmür reto gmür Architekten, Basel
Investor: Kantonales Hochbauamt, st. gallen
Fabricator: Diralsa Ag, neuenhof
Reynaers systems: cw 86-ef/Hi, cs 86-Hi, cs 59pa
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tunis,
tunisiA

High safety standards and good 
sun protection were essential 
design aspects of this embassy 
building in tunis.

emBAssY of cAnADA
Architect: cabinet lotfi rebai, tunis
Investor: government of canada
General contractor: socobat, tunis
Fabricator: inerzia, tunis
Reynaers Systems: cw 60, Bs 100
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UNIVERSITY 
OF LUCERNE
A striking 
complete 
makeover

FOCUS
The synergy 
of collabora-
tion

ÁMBAR 
CENTRE
Geometry  
at its best

Magazine  
by Reynaers 
Aluminium for 
architects and 
investors

REYNAERS ALUMINIUM N.V.
Oude Liersebaan 266 · 2570 Duffel · Belgium
t +32 (0)15 30 85 00 · f +32 (0)15 30 86 00
www.reynaers.com · info@reynaers.com
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TOGETHER FOR BETTER
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